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There are a number of ways a careless lawyer 
can make sure mediation fails.

Let’s review some of them, and discuss how 
these pitfalls can be avoided.

But first, let’s make sure we all understand why 
we are undertaking this exercise.

http://www.wilsonworley.com/
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

We need to understand that -

• Mediation is advocacy.

• Mediation is not a trial.

• Mediation is negotiation.

• And . . .

More Principles
• Mediation is prevalent.
–Most cases are settled.
–Most courts and many contracts require

mediation.

• Mediation requires skill sets that are different 
from litigation skills.

• Mediation is mostly confidential, but not entirely
confidential.

So how can you be sure your case won’t settle at 
mediation?

First Step:
• Don’t prepare for it!

After all, the mediator will be there to settle the 
case for you. The case will either settle or it 
won’t. There’s no point in putting much into it.
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THIS IS A RECIPE FOR FAILURE
(And believe or not, some lawyers still take this approach.)

So what do you do instead?

HOW TO PREPARE FOR MEDIATION
• Prepare Yourself
– Know your case
– Know your venue
• Judge
• Jury
• Arbitrator

– Know the possible outcomes
– Know your mediator
• Study resume online
• Check mediator out

And . . . 

Be aware of how you got there.
• Agreement to mediate?
• Contract requires mediation?
• Court order?

Is your client or the other party there only
because she has to be? If so, settlement is 
going to be harder.
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Second Step

• Don’t prepare your client.

After all, you have a mediator to work with 
your client. The mediator will explain 
everything, so you don’t have to.

Again, mediators still see this misstep with some 
frequency.

Instead -
• Prepare Your Client

– Explain the process

– Go over the BATNA
• Costs
• Outcomes

– Set Goals
• Preferred outcome
• Bottom line
• Initial offer

If there are holes in your case, be sure your client knows them.
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Third Step

• Don’t prepare the mediator.

• Don’t give her information she asks for.

• Don’t talk with her in advance.

• Send her the pleadings only. (That’s all the 
mediator really needs.)

Remember

• An unprepared mediator is a less effective 
mediator.

• The mediator can’t prepare without help from 
the lawyers.

• How to Prepare the Mediator

– Summarize the case

– Summarize the legal arguments

– Summarize why the case can be settled

– Summarize the obstacles to settlement

– Be clear on what is confidential
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MEDIATION CONFIDENTIALITY
In Tennessee, the extent to which mediation 

is confidential is pegged to Tenn. R. Evid. 
408.

• See Tenn. S. Ct. R. 31, § 7
• See article attached to these materials.

Here is the text of Tenn. R. Evid. 408:

Evidence of (1) furnishing or offering to furnish or (2) accepting or 
offering to accept a valuable consideration in compromising or 
attempting to compromise a claim, whether in the present litigation 
or related litigation, which claim was disputed or was reasonably 
expected to be disputed as to either validity or amount, is not 
admissible to prove liability for or invalidity of a civil claim or its 
amount or a criminal charge or its punishment. Evidence of conduct 
or statements made in compromise negotiations is likewise not 
admissible. This rule does not require the exclusion of any evidence 
actually obtained during discovery merely because it is presented in 
the course of compromise negotiations. This rule also does not 
require exclusion when the evidence is offered for another purpose, 
such as proving bias or prejudice of a witness, negativing a 
contention of undue delay, or proving an effort to obstruct a 
criminal investigation or prosecution; however, a party may not be 
impeached by a prior inconsistent statement made in compromise 
negotiations.

So . . .

Mediation confidentiality is not absolute.

It is subject to the same limitations that govern 
the negotiation privilege generally.

This means you must be careful.
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Preserving Confidentiality

• Be clear to the mediator what he can’t show 
to the other party.

• Watch what you say in joint session.

• Watch even more closely what your client says 
in joint session.

Remember:

• You have the ethical obligation to preserve 
privilege and confidentiality.

• So does the mediator. See Tenn. S.Ct. R. 31, 
Appendix A, Section 7.

• Even if what is said at mediation is not 
admissible, there is NOTHING to prevent 
opposing counsel from asking for the same 
information on discovery.

Step Four

• Don’t prepare opposing counsel.

• It is very tempting to withhold damaging 
evidence that has not been discovered by the 
other side, and “spring” it at some point 
during mediation.
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But That Tactic Can Backfire

• It can cause the opposing party to freeze, and 
treat the evidence with suspicion. Opposing 
counsel and their client may not have time to 
process the new information.

• So what is disclosed prior to mediation, and what 
is disclosed at mediation, requires thought!

• Generally, it is a good idea to be sure the 
opposing party has a fair grasp with the strengths 
of your case going into mediation.

Fifth Step

• Make an incendiary opening statement.

• Suggest the opposing party is dishonest.

• Threaten reprisal if you don’t think the 
opposing party is negotiating in good faith.

The first two sub-steps are just stupid.

• You are there to negotiate, not to try the case.
• And you want something at mediation that 

only the other party can give you  - whether it 
be money or a release.
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The third step is not only stupid, it’s not ethical.

• Even if the mediation is ordered by the Court, 
all the Judge can require is that the parties 
show up. Smith Wholesale Co., Inc. v. Phillip 
Morris USA, Inc. 2005 WL 1230436 (May 24, 
2005)

• And the Judge isn’t supposed to know 
ANYTHING except whether the case settled or 
not. See Tenn. S. Ct. Rule 31, § 5(a).

So the Judge won’t and can’t punish anyone for 
not negotiating the way the other party 
wants.

And even threatening sanctions is a violation of 
the confidentiality provisions of Rule 31.

What if…

• There is a local rule of a trial court that 
requires the mediator to advise the court if a 
party is not negotiating in good faith?

• Does that change anything? After all, the 
mediator is required to obey local rules. Tenn. 
S. Ct. R.31, Appendix A, Section 3.

• In some states, it does. Florida, for example.
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I don’t know of any Tennessee cases on this point, but…

• Based on the case law we do have, and on the 
Mediator’s obligation to maintain 
confidentiality, I’m pretty confident the 
Tennessee courts will hold that Tenn. S. Ct. R. 
31, Section 5(a) will trump the local rule.

Instead -

• Take a conciliatory tone.
• Explain the evidence and law you expect to 

highlight at trial in a matter of fact way.
• Make it clear that you and your client are 

there to negotiate, and to settle the case if 
possible.

• Mediation Materials:

– Copy of TBA Section article


